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Abstract

Linux has become a viable operating system for many real-time workloads. However, the black-box approach adopted by cyclictest, the tool used to evaluate the main real-time metric of the kernel, the scheduling latency, along with the absence of a theoretically-sound description of the in-kernel behavior, sheds some doubts about Linux meriting the real-time adjective. Aiming at clarifying the PREEMPT_RT Linux scheduling latency, this paper leverages the Thread Synchronization Model of Linux to derive a set of properties and rules defining the Linux kernel behavior from a scheduling perspective. These rules are then leveraged to derive a sound bound to the scheduling latency, considering all the sources of delays occurring in all possible sequences of synchronization events in the kernel. This paper also presents a tracing method, efficient in time and memory overheads, to observe the kernel events needed to define the variables used in the analysis. This results in an easy-to-use tool for deriving reliable scheduling latency bounds that can be used in practice. Finally, an experimental analysis compares the cyclictest and the proposed tool, showing that the proposed method can find sound bounds faster with acceptable overheads.
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Introduction

Real-time Linux has been a recurring topic in both research [5, 6, 30] and industry [10, 11, 12, 21, 39] for more than a decade. Nowadays, Linux has an extensive set of real-time related features, from theoretically-supported schedulers such as SCHED_DEADLINE [27] to the priority inversion control in locking algorithms and a fully-preemptive mode. Regarding the fully-preemptive mode, Linux developers have extensively reworked the Linux kernel to reduce the code sections that could delay the scheduling of the highest-priority thread, leading to the well-known PREEMPT_RT variant. cyclictest is the primary tool adopted in the evaluation of the fully-preemptive mode of PREEMPT_RT Linux [8], and it is used to compute the time difference between the expected activation time and the actual start of execution of a high-priority thread running on a CPU. By configuring the measurement thread with the highest priority and running a background taskset to generate disturbance, cyclictest is used in practice to measure the scheduling latency of each CPU of the system. Maximum observed latency values generally range from a few microseconds on single-CPU systems to 250 microseconds on non-uniform memory access systems [35], which are acceptable values for a vast range of applications with sub-millisecond timing precision requirements. This way, PREEMPT_RT Linux closely fulfills theoretical fully-preemptive system assumptions that consider atomic scheduling operations with negligible overheads.

Despite its practical approach and the contributions to the current state-of-art of real-time Linux, cyclictest has some known limitations. The main one arises from the opaque nature of the latency value provided by cyclictest [4]. Indeed, it only informs about the latency value, without providing insights on its root causes. The tracing features of the kernel are often applied by developers to help in the investigation. However, the usage of tracing is not enough to resolve the problem: the tracing overhead can easily mask the real sources of latency, and the excessive amount of data often drives the developer to conjunctures that are not the actual cause of the problem. For these reasons, the debug of a latency spike on Linux generally takes a reasonable amount of hours of very specialized resources.

A common approach in the real-time systems theory is the categorization of a system as a set of independent variables and equations that describe its integrated timing behavior. However, the complexity of the execution contexts and fine-grained synchronization of the PREEMPT_RT make application of classical real-time analysis for Linux difficult. Linux kernel complexity is undoubtedly a barrier for both expert operating system developers and real-time systems researchers. The absence of a theoretically-sound definition of the Linux behavior is widely known, and it inhibits the application of the rich arsenal of already existing techniques from the real-time theory. Also, it inhibits the development of theoretically-sound analysis that fits all the peculiarities of the Linux task model [23].

Aware of the situation, researchers and developers have been working together in the creation of models that explain the Linux behavior using a formal notation, abstracting the code complexity [2]. The Thread Synchronization Model for the fully-preemptive PREEMPT RT Linux Kernel [14] proposes an automata-based model to explain the synchronization dynamics for the de facto standard for real-time Linux. Among other things, the model can be used as an abstraction layer to translate the kernel dynamics as analyzed by real-time Linux kernel developers to the abstractions used in the real-time scheduling theory.

Paper approach and contributions: This paper leverages the Thread Synchronization Model [14] of Linux to derive a set of properties and rules defining the Linux kernel behavior from a scheduling perspective. These properties are then leveraged in an analysis that derives
a theoretically-sound bound to the scheduling latency that comprehensively considers the sources of delays, including all possible synchronization flows in the kernel code. The analysis builds upon a set of practically-relevant modeling variables inspired by the foundational principles behind the development of the PREEMPT_RT Linux Kernel. This paper also presents an efficient tracing method to observe the kernel events, which are used to define observed values for the variables used in the analysis, while keeping the runtime overhead and storage space to figures that make its use feasible in practice. The tool also analyzes the trace, serving to distinguish the various sources of the latency. Moreover, by exploring the interference caused by adopting different interrupt characterizations, the tool also derives latency bounds based on real execution traces. Finally, the experimental section compares the results obtained by the cyclic test and the proposed tool, showing that the proposed method can find sound bounds faster with acceptable overheads.

2 Background

This section provides background information on the main concepts used in this paper, and discusses related research works.

2.1 Linux Execution Contexts, Scheduling Dynamics, and Tracing

With the PREEMPT_RT patchset, Linux has four different preemption models for kernel space activities. This paper targets the fully-preemptive mode, in which there are three different execution contexts: non-maskable interrupts (NMI), maskable interrupts (IRQs), and threads [20]. Both NMIs and IRQs are asynchronous interrupts, i.e., mechanisms used to deliver events coming either from external hardware or by code running on other CPUs via inter-processor interrupts. The interrupt controller manages interrupts, both queueing and dispatching one NMI per-CPU and multiple IRQs. For each CPU, the NMI is the highest-priority interrupt, so it postpones and preempts IRQs. As a design choice, Linux (in the fully-preemptive mode) handles IRQs with IRQs disabled. Hence an IRQ cannot preempt another IRQ. Threads have no control over the NMI, but they can delay the execution of IRQs by temporarily disabling (masking) them.

Given the potential interference on the execution of threads, one of the design goals of PREEMPT_RT was to reduce the code executing in interrupt context to the bare minimum, by moving most of it to thread context. Despite the existence of different memory contexts in which a regular program can run, like kernel threads, or the process context in the user-space, from the scheduling viewpoint they are all threads. Linux has not one but five schedulers. When invoked, the set of schedulers are queried in a fixed order. The following schedulers are checked: (i) stop-machine, a pseudo-scheduler used to execute kernel facilities, (ii) SCHED_DEADLINE [27], (iii) the fixed-priority real-time scheduler, (iv) the completely fair scheduler (CFS), (v) the IDLE scheduler. Every time the schedulers execute, the highest-priority thread is selected for a context switch. When no ready threads are available, the IDLE scheduler returns the idle thread, a particular thread always ready to run. For simplicity, we refer hereafter with the term scheduler when mentioning the kernel code handling all the scheduling operations related to all five schedulers. The scheduler is called either voluntarily by a thread leaving the processor, or involuntarily, to cause a preemption. Any currently executing thread can postpone the execution of the scheduler while running in the kernel context by either disabling preemption or the IRQs. It is a goal of the fully-preemptive kernel developers to reduce the amount of time in which sections of code can postpone the scheduler execution.
2.2 Automata Models and the PREEMPT_RT Synchronization Model

An automaton is a well-known formal method, utilized in the modeling of Discrete Event Systems (DES). The evolution of a DES is described with all possible sequences of events $e_1, e_2, e_3, \ldots, e_n$, with $e_i \in E$, defining the language $L$ that describes the system.

Automata are characterized by a directed graph or state transition diagram representation. For example, consider the event set $E = \{nmi\_entry, nmi\_exit\}$ and the state transition diagram in Figure 1, where nodes represent system states, labeled arcs represent transitions between states, the arrow points to the initial state, and the nodes with double circles are marked states, i.e., safe states of the system.

Formally, a deterministic automaton, denoted by $G$, is a tuple $G = \{X, E, f, x_0, X_m\}$; where: $X$ is the set of states; $E$ is the set of events; $f : X \times E \to X$ is the transition function, defining the state transition between states from $X$ due to events from $E$; $x_0$ is the initial state and $X_m \subseteq X$ is the set of marked states.

An important operation is the parallel composition of two or more automata that are combined to compose a single, augmented-state, automaton [7], enabling the model of complex systems using the modular approach. In the modular approach, the system is modeled as a set of two classes of automata: generators and specifications. Each sub-system has a generator of events modeled independently. The synchronization rules of each sub-system are stated as a set of specification automata. Each specification synchronizes the actions of two or more generators. The parallel composition of all the generators and specifications creates the synchronized model [33].

The Thread Synchronization Model for the PREEMPT_RT Linux Kernel [14] proposes an automata-based model for describing the behavior of threads in the Linux PREEMPT_RT kernel. The model defines the events and how they influence the timeline of threads’ execution, comprising the preemption control, interrupt handlers, interrupt control, scheduling and locking, describing the delays occurred in this operation in the same granularity used by kernel developers. The model is constructed using the modular approach.
2.3 Related Work

Abeni et al. [1] defined a metric similar to cyclic test, evaluating various OS latency components of several standard and real-time Linux kernels existing at the time (2002).

Matni and Dagenais [29] proposed the use of automata for analyzing traces generated by the kernel of an operating system. Automata are used to describe patterns of problematic behavior. An off-line analyzer checks for their occurrences. Cerqueira and Brandenburg [9] described experiments with cyclic test to evaluate the scheduling latency experienced by real-time tasks under LITMUS\textsuperscript{RT}, vanilla Linux and Linux with the PREEMPT-RT patch. The authors also discussed the advantages and limitations of using cyclic test for estimating the capability of a system to provide temporal guarantees. A similar experimental study is presented in [22]. Reghazani et al. [36] empirically measured the latencies of a real-time Linux system under stress conditions in a mixed-criticality environment.

Herzog et al. [24] presented a tool that systematically measures interrupt latency, at run-time, in the Linux vanilla kernel. No attempt is made to model Linux kernel scheduling. Regnier et al. [37] presented an evaluation of the timeliness of interrupt handling in Linux.

The ftrace preempt irqsoff tracer [38] enables the tracing of functions with either preemption or IRQs disabled, trying to capture the longest window. The approach in [38] does not differentiate between interference due to interrupts and the contribution due to different code segments disabling preemption or interrupts. Moreover, by adding tracing of functions it adds overhead to the measurement, thus potentially heavily affecting the result, often mispointing the real source of the latency.

Previous work in [20] and [14] used the timeline and automata-based models, respectively, to describe the Linux kernel behavior regarding threads and interrupt handlers context switches. This work uses the Thread Synchronization Model [14] as the description of a single-CPU PREEMPT\textunderscore RT Linux system configured in the fully-preemptive mode. The advantages of using the model are many-fold: (1) it was developed in collaboration with kernel developers, and widely discussed by us with both practitioners [15, 16] and academia [13, 19]; (2) the model is deterministic, i.e., in a given state a given event can cause only one transition; (3) the model was extensively verified; (4) it abstracts the code complexity by using a set of small automata, each one precisely describing a single behavior of the system. Building upon these approaches, in this work we derive a set of properties and rules defining the Linux kernel scheduling behavior, from the mentioned Thread Synchronization Model [14] based on automata. These properties are then used to derive a theoretically-sound bound to the scheduling latency. The proposed bound is based on a formalization of the Linux kernel behavior, where the value of the variables is experimentally measured. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that such a detailed analysis of the Linux scheduling behavior is done.

3 System Model

The task set is composed of a single NMI $\tau^\text{NMI}$, a set $\Gamma^\text{IRQ} = \{\tau_1^\text{IRQ}, \tau_2^\text{IRQ}, \ldots\}$ of maskable interruptions (IRQ for simplicity), and a set of threads $\Gamma^\text{THD} = \{\tau_1^\text{THD}, \tau_2^\text{THD}, \ldots\}$. The NMI, IRQs, and threads are subject to the scheduling hierarchy discussed in Section 2.1, i.e., the NMI has always a higher priority than IRQs, and IRQs always have higher priority than threads. Given a thread $\tau_i^\text{THD}$, at a given point in time, the set of threads with a higher-priority than $\tau_i^\text{THD}$ is denoted by $\Gamma_i^\text{HP}$. Similarly, the set of tasks with priority lower than $\tau_i^\text{THD}$ is denoted by $\Gamma_i^\text{LP}$. Although the schedulers might have threads with the same priority in their queues, only one among them will be selected to have its context loaded, and consequently, starting to run. Hence, when scheduling, the schedulers elect a single thread as the highest-priority one.
The system model is formalized using the modular approach, where the generators model the independent action of tasks and synchronization primitives, and the specification models the synchronized behavior of the system. The next sections explains the generators as the basic operations of the system, and the specifications as a set of rules that explains the system behavior.

### 3.1 Basic Operations

This section describes generators relevant for the scheduling latency analysis, starting with the interrupt behavior:

- **O1**: The NMI context starts with the entry of the NMI handler (`nmi_entry`), and exits in the return of the handler (`nmi_exit`). This operation is modeled as in Figure 1 (in Section 2).

- **O2**: Linux allows threads to temporarily mask interrupts (`local_irq_disable`), in such a way to avoid access to shared data in an inconsistent state. Threads need to unmask interrupts (`local_irq_enable`) at the end of the critical section, as modeled in Figure 2.

- **O3**: To enforce synchronization, the processor masks interrupts before calling an interrupt handler on it. IRQs stays masked during the entire execution of an interrupt handler (`hw_local_irq_disable`). Interrupts are unmasked after the return of the handler (`hw_local_irq_enable`), as shown in Figure 3. In the model, these events are used to identify the begin and the return of an IRQ execution.

The reference model considers two threads: the thread under analysis and an arbitrary other thread (including the idle thread). The corresponding operations are discussed next.
The thread is not running until its context is loaded in the processor (`sched_switch_in`). The context of a thread can be unloaded by a suspension (`sched_switch_suspend`), blocking (`sched_switch_blocking`), or preemption (`sched_switch_preempt`), as in Figure 4.

The model considers that there is always another thread ready to run. The reason is that, on Linux, the idle state is implemented as a thread, so at least the idle thread is ready to run. The other thread can have its context unloaded (`sched_switch_out_o`) and loaded (`sched_switch_in_o`) in the processor, as modeled in Figure 5.

The preemption is enabled by default. Although the same function is used to disable preemption, the model distinguishes the different reasons to disable preemption, as modeled in Figure 6. The preemption can be disabled either to postpone the scheduler execution (`preempt_disable`), or to protect the scheduler execution of a recursive call (`preempt_disable_sched`). Hereafter, the latter mode is referred to as preemption disabled to call the scheduler or preemption disabled to schedule.

The scheduler starts to run selecting the highest-priority thread (`schedule_entry`, in Figure 7), and returns after scheduling (`schedule_exit`).

Before being able to run, a thread needs to be awakened (`sched_waking`). A thread can set its state to sleepable (`sched_set_state_sleepable`) when in need of resources. This operation can be undone if the thread sets its state to runnable again (`sched_set_state_runnable`). The automata that illustrates the interaction among these events is shown in Figure 8.

The set need re-schedule (`sched_need_resched`) notifies that the currently running thread is not the highest-priority anymore, and so the current CPU needs to re-schedule, in such way to select the new highest-priority thread (Figure 9).

### 3.2 Rules

The Thread Synchronization Model [14] includes a set of specifications defining the synchronization rules among generators (i.e., the basic operations discussed in Section 3.1). Next, we summarize a subset of rules extracted from the automaton, which are relevant to analyze the scheduling latency. Each rule points to a related specification, graphically illustrated with a corresponding figure.

#### IRQ and NMI rules

First, we start discussing rules related to IRQs and NMI.

- **R1:** There is no specification that blocks the execution of a NMI (O1) in the automaton.
- **R2:** There is a set of events that are not allowed in the NMI context (Figure 10), including:
  - **R2a:** set the need resched (O9).
  - **R2b:** call the scheduler (O7).
  - **R2c:** switch the thread context (O4 and O5)
  - **R2d:** enabling the preemption to schedule (O6).
- **R3:** There is a set of events that are not allowed in the IRQ context (Figure 11), including:
  - **R3a:** call the scheduler (O7).
  - **R3b:** switch the thread context (O4 and O5).
  - **R3c:** enabling the preemption to schedule (O6).
- **R4:** IRQs are disabled either by threads (O2) or IRQs (O3), as in the model in Figure 12. Thus, it is possible to conclude that:
  - **R4a:** by disabling IRQs, a thread postpones the begin of the IRQ handlers.
  - **R4b:** when IRQs are not disabled by a thread, IRQs can run.
Thread context. Next, synchronization rules related to the thread context are discussed. We start presenting the necessary conditions to call the scheduler (O7).

Necessary conditions to call and run the scheduler.
- R5: The scheduler is called (and returns) with interrupts enabled (Figure 13).
- R6: The scheduler is called (and returns) with preemption disabled to call the scheduler (i.e., via the preempt_disable_sched event, Figure 14).
- R7: The preemption is never enabled by the scheduling context (Figure 15).

Regarding the context switch (O4 and O5), the following conditions are required.

Necessary conditions for a context switch.
- R8: The context switch occurs with interrupts disabled by threads (O2) and preemption disabled to schedule (O6, Figure 16).
- R9: The context switch occurs in the scheduling context (O7, Figure 17)

The necessary conditions to set the need resched (O9) and to wakeup a thread (O8) are the same. They are listed below, and show in Figure 18.

Necessary conditions to set the need resched and to wakeup a thread.
- R10 Preemption should be disabled, by any mean (O6).
- R11 IRQs should be masked, either to avoid IRQ (O2) or to postpone IRQs (O3).

Until here, we considered necessary conditions. From now on, we will present sufficient conditions.

Sufficient conditions to call the scheduler and to cause a context switch.
- R12 Disabling preemption to schedule (O6) always causes a call to the scheduler (O7, Figure 19).
- R13 Calling the scheduler (O7) always results in a context switch (O4, O5). Recall that if the system is idle, the idle thread is executed after the context switch. (Figure 20).
- R14 Setting need resched (O9) always results in a context switch (O4, O5, Figure 21).

4 Demystifying the Real-time Linux Scheduling Latency

4.1 Problem Statement

We start defining the scheduling latency (hereafter only latency) and then we leverage the rules presented in Section 3 and the related automaton model to derive an upper bound reflecting all the peculiarities of Linux. The latency experienced by a thread instance (also called job) may be informally defined as the maximum time elapsed between the instant in which it becomes ready while having the highest-priority among all ready threads, and the time instant in which it is allowed to execute its own code after the context switch has already been performed. By extension, the latency of a thread is defined as reported in Definition 1.

Definition 1 (Thread Scheduling Latency). The scheduling latency experienced by an arbitrary thread \( \tau_{THD} \in \Gamma_{THD} \) is the longest time elapsed between the time \( A \) in which any job of \( \tau_{THD} \) becomes ready and with the highest priority, and the time \( F \) in which the scheduler returns and allows \( \tau_{THD} \) to execute its code, in any possible schedule in which \( \tau_{THD} \) is not preempted by any other thread in the interval \([A, F]\).
Figure 10 Operations blocked in the NMI context (R2).

Figure 11 Operations blocked in the IRQ context (R3).

Figure 12 IRQ disabled by thread or IRQs (R4).

Figure 13 The scheduler is called with interrupts enabled (R5).

Figure 14 The scheduler is called with preemption disabled to call the scheduler (R6).

Figure 15 The scheduler context does not enable the preemption (R7).

Figure 16 The context switch occurs with interrupts and preempt disabled (R8).

Figure 17 The context switch occurs in the scheduling context (R9).

Figure 18 Wakeup and need resched requires IRQs and preemption disabled (R10 and R11).
Figure 19 Disabling preemption to schedule always causes a call to the scheduler (R12).

Figure 20 Scheduling always causes context switch (R13).

Figure 21 Setting need resched always causes a context switch (R14).
For brevity, we refer next to the event that causes any job of $\tau_i^{\text{THD}}$ becoming ready and with the maximum priority as $\text{RHP}_i$ event\(^1\). With Definition 1 in place, this paper aims at computing a theoretically-sound upper bound to the latency experienced by an arbitrary $\tau_i^{\text{THD}} \in \Gamma^{\text{THD}}$ under analysis. To this end, we extract next some formal properties and lemmas from the operations and rules presented in Section 3. We begin determining which types of entities may prolong the latency of $\tau_i^{\text{THD}}$.

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textbf{Property 1.} The scheduling latency of an arbitrary thread $\tau_i^{\text{THD}} \in \Gamma^{\text{THD}}$ cannot be prolonged due to high-priority interference from other threads $\tau_j^{\text{THD}} \in \Gamma^{\text{THD}}_{\text{HP}_i}$.
  \end{itemize}

\textbf{Proof.} By contradiction, assume the property does not hold. Then, due to the priority ordering, it means that either: (i) $\tau_i^{\text{THD}}$ was not the highest-priority thread at the beginning of the interval $[A,F]$ (as defined in Definition 1), or (ii) $\tau_i^{\text{THD}}$ has been preempted in $[A,F]$. Both cases contradict Definition 1, hence the property follows.

Differently, Property 2 shows that the latency of a thread may be prolonged due to priority-inversion blocking caused by other threads $\tau_j^{\text{THD}} \in \Gamma^{\text{THD}}_{\text{LP}_i}$ with a lower priority.

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textbf{Property 2.} The latency of an arbitrary thread $\tau_i^{\text{THD}} \in \Gamma^{\text{THD}}$ can be prolonged due to low-priority blocking from other threads $\tau_j^{\text{THD}} \in \Gamma^{\text{THD}}_{\text{LP}_i}$.
  \end{itemize}

\textbf{Proof.} The property follows by noting that, for example, a low-priority thread may disable the preemption to postpone the scheduler, potentially prolonging the latency of $\tau_i^{\text{THD}}$. ▶

With Property 1 and Property 2 in place, we bound the Linux latency as follows, referring to an arbitrary thread $\tau_i^{\text{THD}}$ under analysis. First, as a consequence of Property 1, only the NMI and IRQs may prolong the latency due to high-priority interference, and such an interference is equal for all threads $\tau_i^{\text{THD}} \in \Gamma^{\text{THD}}$ since NMI and IRQs have higher priorities than threads. We model the interference due to the NMI and IRQs in a time window of length $t$ with the functions $I^{\text{NMI}}(t)$ and $I^{\text{IRQ}}(t)$, respectively. We then show next in Section 5 how to derive such functions. Besides interference, the latency is caused by constant kernel overheads (e.g., due to the execution of the kernel code for performing the context switch) and priority-inversion blocking (see Property 2), which we bound with a term $L^{\text{IF}}$. In principle, the delays originating $L^{\text{IF}}$ may be different for each thread $\tau_i^{\text{THD}} \in \Gamma^{\text{THD}}$. However, for\(^1\) Note that RHP, is an event external to the model, for instance, it can be a hardware event that dispatches an IRQ, or the event that causes a thread to activate another thread.
simplicity, we conservatively bound $L_{IF}$ in a thread-independent manner as discussed next in Section 4.2 and 5. The latency of $\tau_i^{THD}$ is then a function of the above delays, and is bounded by leveraging standard techniques for response-time analysis in real-time systems [3, 25, 26], i.e., by the least positive value fulfilling the following equation:

$$L = L_{IF} + I^{NH}(L) + I^{IRQ}(L).$$

(1)

Next, we show how to bound $L_{IF}$.

4.2 Bounding $L_{IF}$

Analysis Approach. As discussed in Section 3, after the $RHP_i$ event occurs (i.e., when $\tau_i^{THD}$ becomes the ready thread with the highest priority), the kernel identifies the need to schedule a new thread when the set_need_resched event takes place. Then, an ordered sequence of events occurs. Such events are motivated by the operations and rules discussed in Section 3, graphically illustrated in the lower part of Figure 22, and discussed below.

EV1 The necessary conditions to call the scheduler need to be fulfilled: IRQs are enabled, and preemption is disabled to call the scheduler. It follows from rule R5 and R6;
EV2 The scheduler is called. It follows from R12;
EV3 In the scheduler code, IRQs are disabled to perform a context switch. It follows from rule R8;
EV4 The context switch occurs. It follows from rule R13 and R14;
EV5 Interrupts are enabled by the scheduler. It follows from R5;
EV6 The scheduler returns;
EV7 The preemption is enabled, returning the thread its own execution flow.

Note that, depending on what the processor is executing when the $RHP_i$ event occurs, not all the events may be involved in (and hence prolong) the scheduling latency. Figure 21 illustrates all the allowed sequences of events from the occurrence of the set_need_resched event (caused by $RHP_i$) until the context switch (EV4), allowing the occurrence of the other events (EV5-EV7). According to the automaton model, there are five possible and mutually-exclusive cases, highlighted with different colors in Figure 21. Our strategy for bounding $L_{IF}$ consists in deriving an individual bound for each of the five cases, taking the maximum as a safe bound.

To derive the five cases, we first distinguish between:

(i) if $RHP_i$ occurs when the current thread $\tau_j^{THD} \in \Gamma_{THD}^{LP_i}$ is in the scheduler execution flow, both voluntarily, or involuntarily as a consequence of a previous set_need_resched occurrence, after disabling the preemption to call the scheduler and, (ii) otherwise.

We can distinguish three mutually-exclusive sub-cases of (i):

i-a if $RHP_i$ occurs between events EV1 and EV2, i.e., after that preemption has been disabled to call the scheduler and before the actual scheduler call (black in Figure 21);
i-b if $RHP_i$ occurs in the scheduler between EV2 and EV3, i.e., after that the scheduler has already been called and before interrupts have been disabled to cause the context switch (pink in Figure 21);
i-c if $RHP_i$ occurs in the scheduler between EV3 and EV7, i.e., after interrupts have already been masked in the scheduler code and when the scheduler returns (brown in Figure 21);

In case (ii), $RHP_i$ occurred when the current thread $\tau_j^{THD} \in \Gamma_{THD}^{LP_i}$ is not in the scheduler execution flow. Based on the automaton of Figure 21, two sub-cases are further differentiated:

ii-a when $RHP_i$ is caused by an IRQ, and the currently executing thread may delay $RHP_i$ only by disabling interruptions (green in Figure 21);

ii-b otherwise (blue in Figure 21).
Table 1 Parameters used to bound $L^{IF}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Param.</th>
<th>Length of the longest interval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$D_{PSD}$</td>
<td>in which preemptions are disabled to schedule.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{PAIE}$</td>
<td>in which the system is in state $pe_{ie}$ of Figure 21.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{POID}$</td>
<td>in which the preemption is disabled to postpone the scheduler or IRQs are disabled.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{ST}$</td>
<td>between two consecutive occurrences of EV3 and EV7.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Variables Selection.** One of the most important design choices for the analysis consists in determining the most suitable variables to be used for deriving the analytical bound. Since the very early stages of its development, the PREEMPT_RT Linux had as a target to minimize the code portions executed in interrupt context and the code sections in which the preemption is disabled. One of the advantages of this design choice consists indeed in the reduction of scheduling delays. Nevertheless, disabling the preemption or IRQs is sometimes merely mandatory in the kernel code. As pointed out in Property 2, threads may also disable the preemption or IRQs, e.g., to enforce synchronization, thus impacting on the scheduling latency. Building upon the design principles of the fully-preemptive PREEMPT_RT kernel, Table 1 presents and discusses the set of variables selected to bound the latency, which are more extensively discussed next in Sections 5, and graphically illustrated in Figure 22. Such variables considers the longest intervals of time in which the preemption and/or IRQs are disabled, taking into consideration the different disabling modes discussed in Section 3.

**Deriving the bound.** Before discussing the details of the five cases, we present a bound on the interference-free duration of the scheduler code in Lemma 2.

**Lemma 2.** The interference-free duration of the scheduler code is bounded by $D_{PSD}$.

**Proof.** It follows by noting that by rule R6 the scheduler is called and returns with the preemption disabled to call the scheduler and, by rules R2d, R3c, and R7, the preemption is not enabled again until the scheduler returns.

Next, we provide a bound to $L^{IF}$ in each of the five possible chains of events.

**Case (i).** In case (i), the preemption is already disabled to call the scheduler, hence either set$_{need\_resched}$ has already been triggered by another thread $\tau^\text{thd}_j \neq \tau^\text{thd}_i$ or the current thread voluntarily called the scheduler. Then, due to rules R13 and R14, a context switch will occur. Consequently, the processor continues executing the scheduler code. Due to rule R5, the scheduler is called with interrupts enabled and preemption disabled, hence RHPi (and consequently set$_{need\_resched}$) must occur because of an event triggered by an interrupt. By rule R2, NMI cannot cause set$_{need\_resched}$; consequently, it must be caused by an IRQ or the scheduler code itself. Due to EV3, IRQs are masked in the scheduler code before performing the context switch. We recall that case (i) divides into three possible sub-cases, depending on whether RHPi occurs between EV1 and EV2 (case i-a), EV2 and EV3 (case i-b), or EV3 and EV7 (case i-c). Lemma 3 bounds $L^{IF}$ for cases (i-a) and (i-b).

**Lemma 3.** In cases (i-a) and (i-b), it holds

$$L^{IF}_{(i-a)} \leq D_{PSD}, \quad L^{IF}_{(i-b)} \leq D_{PSD}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

**Proof.** In both cases it holds that preemption is disabled to call the scheduler and IRQs have not been disabled yet (to perform the context switch) when RHPi occurs. Due to rules
R2 and R5, RHP_i may only be triggered by an IRQ or the scheduler code itself. Hence, when RHP_i occurs set_need_resched is triggered and the scheduler performs the context switch for τ_i^{THD}. Furthermore, in case (i-b) the processor already started executing the scheduler code when RHP_i occurs. It follows that L^{IF} is bounded by the interference-free duration of the scheduler code. By Lemma 2, such a duration is bounded by D_{PSD}. In case (i-a), the scheduler has not been called yet, but preemptions have already been disabled to schedule. By rule R12, it will immediately cause a call to the scheduler, and the preemption is not enabled again between EV1 and EV2 (rules R2d, R3c, and R7). Therefore, also for case (i-a) L^{IF} is bounded by D_{PSD}, thus proving the lemma.

Differently, case (i-c), in which RHP_i occurs between EV3 and EV7, i.e., after interrupts are disabled to perform the context switch, is discussed in Lemma 4.

Lemma 4. In case (i-c), it holds

\[ L^{IF}_{(i-c)} \leq D_{ST} + D_{PAIE} + D_{PSD}. \]  

Proof. In case (i), the scheduler is already executing to perform the context switch of a thread τ_j^{THD} \neq τ_i^{THD}. Due to rules R2 and R5, RHP_i may only be triggered by an IRQ or the scheduler code itself. If the scheduler code itself caused RHP_i before the context switch (i.e., between EV3 and EV4), the same scenario discussed for case (i-b) occurs, and the bound of Equation 2 holds. Then, case (i-c) occurs for RHP_i arriving between EV4 and EV7 for the scheduler code, or EV3 and EV7 for IRQs. IRQs may be either disabled to perform the context switch (if RHP_i occurs between EV3 and EV5), or already re-enabled because the context switch already took place (if RHP_i occurs between EV5 and EV7). In both cases, thread τ_i^{THD} needs to wait for the scheduler code to complete the context switch for τ_j^{THD}. If RHP_i occurred while IRQs were disabled (i.e., between EV3 and EV5), the IRQ causing RHP_i is executed, triggering set_need_resched, when IRQs are enabled again just before the scheduler returns (see rule R5).

Hence, due to rule R14, the scheduler needs to execute again to perform a second context switch to let τ_i^{THD} execute. As shown in the automaton of Figure 21, there may exist a possible system state in case (i-c) (the brown one in Figure 21) in which, after RHP_i occurred and before the scheduler code is called again, both the preemption and IRQs are enabled before calling the scheduler (state pe_ie in Figure 21). This system state is visited when the kernel is executing the non-atomic function to enable preemption, because the previous scheduler call (i.e., the one that caused the context switch for τ_j^{THD}) enabled IRQs before returning (EV5). Consequently, we can bound L^{IF} in case (i-c) by bounding the interference-free durations of the three intervals: I_{ST}, which lasts from EV3 to EV7, I_{PAIE}, which accounts for the kernel being in the state pe_ie of Figure 21 while executing EV7, and I_{S}, where preemption is disabled to call the scheduler and the scheduler is called again to schedule τ_i^{THD} (from EV1 to EV7). By definition and due to Lemma 2 and rules R2d, R3c, R7, and R12, I_{ST}, I_{PAIE}, and I_{S} cannot be longer than D_{ST}, D_{PAIE}, and D_{PSD}, respectively. The lemma follows by noting that the overall duration of L^{IF} is bounded by the sum of the individual bounds on I_{ST}, I_{PAIE}, and I_{S}.

Case (ii). In case (ii), RHP_i occurs when the current thread τ_j^{THD} \in Γ_{LP_i}^{THD} is not in the scheduler execution flow. As a consequence of the RHP_i events, set_need_resched is triggered. By rule R14, triggering set_need_resched always result in a context switch and, since RHP_i occurred outside the scheduler code, the scheduler needs to be called to perform the context switch (rule R9). Hence, we can bound L^{IF} in case (ii) by individually bounding two time
intervals \(I_S\) and \(I_{SO}\) in which the processor is *executing* or *not executing* the scheduler execution flow (from EV1 to EV7), respectively. As already discussed, the duration of \(I_S\) is bounded by \(D_{PSD}\) (Lemma 2). To bound \(I_{SO}\), we need to consider individually cases (ii-a) and (ii-b). Lemma 5 and Lemma 6 bound \(L^{IF}\) for cases (ii-a) and (ii-b), respectively.

**Lemma 5.** In case (ii-a), it holds
\[
L^{IF}_{(ii-a)} \leq D_{POID} + D_{PSD}.
\]

**Proof.** In case (ii-a) \(RHP\) occurs due to an IRQ. Recall from Operation O3 that when an IRQ is executing, it masks interruptions. Hence, the IRQ causing \(RHP\) can be delayed by the current thread or a lower-priority IRQ that disabled IRQs. When \(RHP\) occurs, the IRQ triggering the event disables the preemption (IRQs are already masked) to fulfill R10 and R11, and triggers \texttt{set\_need\_resched}. If preemption was enabled before executing the IRQ handler and if \texttt{set\_need\_resched} was triggered, when the IRQ returns, it first disables preemptions (to call the scheduler, i.e., \texttt{preempt\_disable\_sched}). It then unmasks interrupts (this is a safety measure to avoid stack overflows due to multiple scheduler calls in the IRQ stack). This is done to fulfill the necessary conditions to call the scheduler discussed in rules R5 and R6. Due to rules R3a and R12, the scheduler is called once the IRQ returns. Hence, it follows that in the whole interval \(I_{SO}\), either the preemption or interrupts are disabled. Then it follows that \(I_{SO}\) is bounded by \(D_{POID}\), i.e., by the length of the longest interval in which either the preemption or IRQs are disabled. The lemma follows recalling that the duration of \(I_S\) is bounded by \(D_{PSD}\).

**Lemma 6.** In case (ii-b), it holds
\[
L^{IF}_{(ii-b)} \leq D_{POID} + D_{PAIE} + D_{PSD}.
\]

**Proof.** In case (ii-b) the currently executing thread delayed the scheduler call by disabling the preemption or IRQs. The two cases in which the \(RHP\) event is triggered either by a thread or an IRQ are discussed below.

1. \(RHP\) is triggered by an IRQ. Consider first that \(RHP\) is triggered by an IRQ. Then, the IRQ may be postponed by a thread or a low-priority IRQ that disabled interrupts. When the IRQ is executed, it triggers \texttt{set\_need\_resched}. When returning, the IRQ returns to the previous preemption state\(^2\), i.e, if it was disabled before the execution of the IRQ handler, preemption is disabled, otherwise it is enabled. If the preemption was enabled before executing the IRQ, the same scenario discussed for case (ii-a) occurs, and the bound of Equation 4 holds. Otherwise, if the preemption was disabled to postpone the scheduler execution, the scheduler is delayed due to priority-inversion blocking. Then it follows that when delaying the scheduler execution, either the preemption or IRQs are disabled. When preemption is re-enabled by threads and interrupts are enabled, the preemption needs to be disabled again (this time not to postpone the scheduler execution, but to call the scheduler) to fulfill the necessary conditions listed in rules R5 and R6, hence necessarily traversing the pe\_ie state (shown in Figure 21), where both preemptions and interrupts are enabled. Hence, it follows that \(I_{SO}\) is bounded by \(D_{POID} + D_{PAIE}\) if \(RHP\) is triggered by an IRQ.

2. \(RHP\) is triggered by a thread. In this case, the thread triggers \texttt{set\_need\_resched}. Since the \texttt{set\_need\_resched} event requires IRQs and preemption disabled, the scheduler

\(^2\) Note that, internally to the IRQ handler, the preemption state may be changed, e.g., to trigger \texttt{set\_need\_resched}.
execution is postponed untilIRQs and preemption are enabled (pe_ie state). Once both are enabled, the preemption is disabled to call the scheduler. Then it follows that $I_{SO}$ is bounded by $D_{POID} + D_{PAIE}$ if RHP is triggered by a thread. Then it follows that $I_{SO}$ is bounded by $D_{POID} + D_{PAIE}$ in case (ii-b). The lemma follows recalling that $I_S$ is bounded by $D_{PSD}$. ▶

By leveraging the individual bounds on $L^IF$ in the five cases discussed above, Lemma 7 provides an overall bound that is valid for all the possible events sequences.

Lemma 7.

\[ L^IF \leq \max(D_{ST}, D_{POID}) + D_{PAIE} + D_{PSD}, \] (6)

Proof. The lemma follows by noting that cases (i-a), (i-b), (i-c), (ii-a), (ii-b) are mutually-exclusive and cover all the possible sequences of events from the occurrence of RHP and set_need_resched, to the time instant in which $\tau_{i}^{THD}$ is allowed to execute (as required by Definition 1), and the right-hand side of Equation 6 simultaneously upper bounds the right-hand sides of Equations 2, 3, 4, and 5. ▶

Theorem 8 summarizes the results derived in this section.

Theorem 8. The scheduling latency experienced by an arbitrary thread $\tau_{i}^{THD}$ is bounded by the least positive value that fulfills the following recursive equation:

\[ L = \max(D_{ST}, D_{POID}) + D_{PAIE} + D_{PSD} + I^{NMI}(L) + I^{IRQ}(L) \] (7)

Proof. The theorem follows directly from Lemmas 7 and Equation 1. ▶

5 rt_sched_latency: Efficient Scheduling Latency Estimation Tool Kit

The validation tool used in the development of the Thread Synchronization Model [14] exports all the kernel events to the user-space using perf, for later analysis. Although useful for the model validation purpose, the low granularity nature of the synchronization primitives generates a prohibitive amount of information for a performance measurement tool. For instance, one second of trace could generate more than 800 MB of data per CPU. Doing the whole trace analysis in-kernel has shown to be very efficient [18]. The problem for such an approach lies in the amount of information that can be stored in kernel memory. While only the worst observed value for some variables, such as $D_{POID}$, are used in the analysis, the IRQ and NMI analysis required the recording of all interrupts occurrence during the measurements. So the experimental tool kit developed in this work, called rt_sched_latency, has a hybrid approach: it uses an in-kernel event parsing and an extension to the perf script tool for a post-processing phase. Figure 23 describes the interaction of the tools in the tool kit. The tool kit comprises the latency parser and the perf script extension, named rtsl.

The latency parser uses the kernel tracepoints from the Thread Synchronization Model to observe their occurrence from inside the kernel. The latency parser registers a callback function to the kernel tracepoints. When a tracepoint from the model is hit, rather than writing the trace to the trace buffer (a buffer maintained by the perf tool to store trace data) the respective function is called. The callback functions are used to pre-process the events, transforming them into relevant information. For example, nmi_entry event records the arrival time (all the values are observed values, but the observed qualifiers are omitted for simplicity) without printing the occurrence of the event. When the nmi_exit
occurs, it computes the execution time of the NMI, and prints the arrival time and the
execution time of the NMI. A similar behavior is implemented for other metrics, for instance
for the IRQ occurrence. The difference is that the interference must be removed from other
metrics. For example, if an NMI and an IRQ occur while measuring a candidate $D_{POID}$, the
IRQ and the NMI execution time are discounted from the measured value.

The latency parser communicates with perf using a new set of tracepoints, and
these are printed to the trace buffer. The following events are generated by the latency
parser:

- irq_execution: prints the IRQ identifier, starting time, and execution time;
- nmi_execution: prints the starting time, and execution time;
- max_poid: prints the new maximum observed $D_{POID}$ duration;
- max_psd: prints the new maximum observed $D_{PSD}$ duration;
- max_dst: prints the new maximum observed $D_{ST}$ duration;
- max_paie: prints the new maximum observed $D_{PAIE}$ duration;

By only tracing the return of interrupts and the new maximum values for the thread
metrics, the amount of data generated is reduced to the order of 200KB of data per second
per CPU. Hence, reducing the overhead of saving data to the trace buffer, while enabling
the measurements to run for hours by saving the results to the disk. The data collection
is done by the perf rtsl script. It initiates the latency parser and start recording its
events, saving the results to the perf.data file. The command also accepts a workload as
an argument. For example, the following command line will start the data collection while
running cyclictest concurrently:

```
perf script record rtsl cyclictest -smp -p95 -m -q
```

Indeed, this is how the data collection is made for Section 6. The trace analysis is done
with the following command line: perf script report rtsl. The perf script will read
the perf.data and perform the analysis. A cyclictest.txt file with cyclictest output
is also read by the script, adding its results to the analysis as well. The script to run the
analysis is implemented in python, which facilitates the handling of data, needed mainly for
the IRQ and NMI analysis.

**IRQ and NMI analysis.** While the variables used in the analysis are clearly defined (Table 1),
the characterization of IRQs and NMI interference is delegated to functions (i.e., $F_{POID}(L)$
and $F_{PSD}(L)$), for which different characterizations are proposed next. The reason being is
that there is no consensus on what could be the single best characterization of interrupt
interference. For example, in a discussion among the Linux kernel developers, it is a common
opinion that the classical sporadic model would be too pessimistic [17]. Therefore, this
work assumes that there is no single way to characterize IRQs and NMIs, opting to explore
different IRQs and NMI characterizations in the analysis. Also, the choice to analyze the
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Figure 24 perf rtsl output: excerpt from the textual output (time in nanoseconds).

```bash
# perf record -a -g -e rtsl:poid --filter "value > 60000"
# perf script
```

```bash
php 25708 [001] 754905.013632: rtsl:poid: 68391
ffffffffff921cb66d trace_preempt_os=0x13d ([kernel.kallsyms])
fffffffff921039ca preempt_count_sub=0x9a ([kernel.kallsyms])
fffffffff921aa0a7a _raw_spin_unlock_irqrestore=0x2a ([kernel.kallsyms])
fffffffff92109a055 wake_up_next_task=0x135 ([kernel.kallsyms])
fffffffff920d6445e _do_fork=0x14e ([kernel.kallsyms])
fffffffff92004052 do_syscall_64=0x72 ([kernel.kallsyms])
fffffffff92000001 entry_SYSCALL_64_after_return=0x69 ([kernel.kallsyms])
71f6d617ef885 __libc_fork=0x2c5 (/usr/lib64/libc-2.26.so)
55d87ca3b16 [unknown] (/usr/bin/php)
```

Figure 25 Using perf and the latency parser to find the cause of a large D\text{POID} value.

Data in user-space using python scripts were made to facilitate the extension of the analysis by other users or researchers. The tool presents the latency analysis assuming the following interrupts characterization:

- **No Interrupts**: the interference-free latency \( L^\text{IF} \);
- **Worst single interrupt**: a single IRQ (the worst over all) and a single NMI occurrence;
- **Single (worst) of each interrupt**: a single (the worst) occurrence of each interrupt;
- **Sporadic**: sporadic model, using the observed minimum inter-arrival time and WCET;
- **Sliding window**: using the worst-observed arrival pattern of each interrupt and the observed execution time of individual instances;
- **Sliding window with oWCET**: using the worst-observed arrival pattern of each interrupt and the observed worst-case execution time among all the instances (oWCET).

These different characterization lead to different implementations of \( I^\text{MIN} \) and \( I^\text{MAX} \).

**perf rtsl output.** The perf rtsl tool has two outputs: the textual and the graphical one. The textual output prints a detailed description of the latency analysis, including the values for the variables defined in Section 4. By doing so, it becomes clear what are the contributions of each variable to the resulting scheduling latency. An excerpt from the output is shown in Figure 24. The tool also creates charts displaying the latency results for each interrupt characterization, as shown in the experiments in Section 6.

When the dominant factor of latency is an IRQ or NMI, the textual output already serves to isolate the context in which the problem happens. However, when the dominant factor arises from a thread, the textual output points only to the variable that dominates the latency. Then, to assist in the search for the code section, the tracepoints that prints each occurrence of the variables from latency parser can be used. These events are not used during the measurements because they occur too frequently, but they can be used in
the debug stage. For example, Figure 25 shows the example of the poid tracepoint traced using perf, capturing the stack trace of the occurrence of a DPOID value higher than 60 microseconds\(^3\). In this example, it is possible to see that the spike occurs in the php thread while waking up a process during a fork operation. This trace is precious evidence, mainly because it is already isolated from other variables, such as the IRQs, that could point to the wrong direction.

### 6 Experimental Analysis

This section presents latency measurements, comparing the results found by cyclictest and perf rtsl while running concurrently in the same system. The main objective of this experimental study is to corroborate the practical applicability of the analysis tool. To this end, we show that the proposed approach provides latency bounds respecting the under millisecond requirement in scheduling precision (which is typical of applications using PREEMPT_RT) for most of the proposed interrupt characterizations. The proposed perf rtsl tool individually characterizes the various sources of latency and composes them leveraging a theory-based approach allowing to find highly latency-intensive schedules in a much shorter time than cyclictest. The experiment was made in a workstation with one Intel i7-6700K CPU @ 4.00GHz, with eight cores, and in a server with two Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) Intel Xeon L5640 CPU @ 2.27GHz processors with six cores each. Both systems run the Fedora 31 Linux distribution, using the kernel-rt 5.2.21-rt14. The systems were tuned according to the best practices of real-time Linux systems [34].

The first experiment runs on the workstation three different workloads for 30 minutes. In the first case, the system is mostly idle. Then workloads were generated using two phoronix-test-suite (pts) tests: the openssl stress test, which is a CPU intensive workload, and the fio, stress-ng and build-linux-kernel tests together, causing a mixed range of I/O intensive workload [31]. Different columns are reported in each graph, corresponding to the different characterization of interrupts discussed in Section 5. The result of this experiment is shown in Figure 26: 1.a, 1.b and 1.c, respectively. In the second experiment, the I/O intensive workload was executed again, with different test durations, as described in 2.a, 2.b, and 2.c. The results from cyclictest did not change substantially as the time and workload changes. On the other hand, the proposed approach results change, increasing the hypothetical bounds as the kernel load and experiment duration increase. Consistently with cyclictest results, the No Interrupts column also do not vary substantially. The difference comes from the interrupt workload: the more overloaded the system is, and the longer the tests run, the more interrupts are generated and observed, influencing the results. In all the cases, the sporadic task model appears to be overly pessimistic for IRQs: regularly, the oWCET of IRQs were longer than the minimal observed inter-arrival time of them. The Sliding Window with oWCET also stand out the other results. The results are truncated in the charts 2.b and 2.c: their values are 467 and 801 microseconds, respectively.

Although the reference automata model was developed considering single-core systems, the same synchronization rules are replicated in the multiple-core (mc) configuration, considering the local scheduling latency of each CPU. The difference between single and multiple-core cases resides in the inter-core synchronization using, for example, spinlocks. However, such synchronization requires preemption and IRQs to be disabled, hence, taking place inside the

\[^3\] The latency parser tracepoints are also available via ftrace.
already defined variables. Moreover, when \texttt{cyclictest} runs in the \texttt{-smp} mode, it creates a thread per-core, aiming to measure the local scheduling latency. In a \textsc{mc} setup, the workload experiment was replicated in the workstation. Furthermore, the \textsc{I/O intensive} experiment was replicated in the server. The results of these experiments are shown in Figure 27. In these cases, the effects of the high kernel activation on I/O operations becomes evident in the workstation experiment (3.c) and in the server experiment (4.a). Again the \textit{Sliding Window with oWCET} also stand out the other results, crossing the milliseconds barrier. The source of the higher values in the thread variables (Table 1) is due to cross-core synchronization using \textit{spinlocks}. Indeed, the trace in Figure 25 was observed in the server running the \textsc{I/O} workload. The \texttt{php} process in that case was part of the \texttt{phoronix-test-suit} used to generate the workload.

Finally, by running \texttt{cyclictest} with and without using the \texttt{perf rtsl} tool, it was possible to observe that the trace impact in the minimum, average and maximum values are in the range from one to four microseconds, which is an acceptable range, given the frequency in which events occurs, and the advantages of the approach.

\section{Conclusions and Future Work}

The usage of the \textit{Thread Synchronization Model} \cite{14} was a useful logical step between the real-time theory and Linux, facilitating the information exchange among the related, but intricate, domains. The analysis, built upon a set of practically-relevant variables, ends up concluding what is informally known: the preemption and IRQ disabled sections, along with interrupts, are the evil for the scheduling latency. The tangible benefits of the proposed technique come from the decomposition of the variables, and the efficient method for observing the values. Now users and developers have precise information regarding the sources of the latency on their systems, facilitating the tuning, and the definition of where to improve the Linux code, respectively. The improvement of the tool and its integration with the Linux kernel and \texttt{perf} code base is the practical continuation of this work.
Figure 27 Workstation and Server experiments: multicore systems.
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